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YASSER ESSAY Arafat to his English professor, agreeing to do a paper
EGAD, NO BONDAGE! What 007 said when he realized his dominatrix
would not tie him up
EL, POE PEOPLE Eleanor, meet the poor relatives of the "Raven" poet
SPIT NOT ON TIPS Don't turn up your nose at the Speaker's gratuities
LIE NOT TO NEIL Neil Diamond's advice to Toni Tenille at a 70s rock
reunion
SEX AT NOON TAXES Hooker says that doing it over lunch is tiring,
besides putting her into the 28 per cent bracket
SPERM REPS What fertility clinic salesmen do at the gym to build muscle
TRAPPIST T-SIP PART Hairdo for a movie role of a U.T. student turned
Austrian monk
DI, NO EL. --LEONID Christmas-card note to Diana from Brezhnev,
assuring her that Charles isn't seeing Eleanor
GNU HUNG See the painting of the well-endowed antelope on the wall!
TURBO BRUT Powerful after-shave for strong smelly muscular types
DIKE KID A butch girl holding back the water with her thumb
DISMAL SLAM, SID Having bid a bad six no trump, Sidney sloppily
throws down his cards as the dummy
LIAR'S RAIL A place in a Satanic church where prevaricators come to
kneel and vent to their God
REDO! ODER! Reconfigure a fountain containing foul-smelling water from
a German river!
SEVEN EYES Adam's mate tells him how often they can have sex
DEMI MIMED Actress Moore halfway imitated Marcel Marceau
TRAPEZE PART Lancaster's hairdo for a circus movie role
NAM OTTO, MAN What Southeast Asian made this footrest?
TO IDI...ot Sarcastic toast (with whispered aside) to Uganda's dictator
OH, WHO? Response to the news that the "Tommy" rock opera band is
coming to town
NOOSE SOON Response to whether there is any news about the fate of
the rustler appealing his hanging sentence
DEE, NIX ON OX I NEED President Nixon to his waitress, cancelling the
steak order he required
SI, TITLE BELT IT IS Spanish handler of aging champion fighter to
friend, upon seeing champ take a slug of whiskey
NEMO, WOMEN The Nautilus captain's Latin answer to a "who's there?"
heard from within his harem when he knocked for admittance
LESSEN I SUB BUSINESS, EL? A Blimpie's owner, worrying that most of
his sales are to the Nautilus captain, asks his wife Eleanor if he
should diversify